The image on the other page is not a detail of some fine ceramic or silk
art. Although it might not seem possible for a whole landscape to be iridescent, you are looking at a seasonal iridescent landscape at Kaiser Crater
Dunes, Mars. The landscape is viewed from an orbiting satellite, the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), while the image was taken by the on board HiRise camera, in March 2016. The un-landscape-like deep black shape at the
image’s bottom is a long shadow from a neighboring hill. The illuminated upper
part is sloping up from the shadowed bottom. The iridescence is a relatively
short-lived seasonal effect. The climate at Kaiser Crater Dunes is very cold, especially in its winter. It is so cold there during its winter that carbon dioxide
from the air on Mars (carbon dioxide makes up 96% of the air) just freezes into
the top layers of the sand dunes at Kaiser Crater. The rippling, shine effects in
the top third of the image appear to be derived from the rippling surface often
found on dunes combined with a reflective surface effect from the frozen carbon dioxide in the sand. It so happens that, when the photo was taken, at the
beginning of Kaiser Crater’s spring, the sunlight hitting the golden (middle) parts
of the slope was just enough to warm the top layers so that the frozen carbon
dioxide sublimated (i.e. turns directly from a solid into a gas). The golden
glimmer was formed just as the carbon dioxide unfreezes away back into the
atmosphere. For scale, the long, golden, sublimating “plumes” are 300 meters
to 500 meters long.
The MRO/HiRise project was funded by NASA. Therefore, there are no
copyright claims to the image. The copy shown in the previous page was
downloaded from http://www.uahirise.org/ESP_045324_1325 . If you go to
that webpage you can download much larger (and higher resolution) versions
of the same image which could be printed up to a image approximately 40” x
21” (some non-standard file formats give even bigger images).

